Important Circular

To,
The Principal
All Affiliated & Autonomous
AICTE Approved Engg. Polytechnics

Sub: E-Content Development at the Institutional Level
Ref: This office Circular No. MSBTE/D-50/CDC/E-content/2020/2500 dated 7/7/2020

With reference to above circular, it was informed to the institutes to develop E-contents of the courses excluding 35 courses of which E-contents are developed by MSBTE. It was also informed to develop E-contents of 2 units of all the remaining courses immediately and conduct online teaching learning process by making use of these E-contents.

As per the latest guidelines of State Government, the institutes will remain closed till 30th September 2020. In view of this, the institutes are informed to prepare E-contents of remaining units of all courses at institute level and conduct online teaching learning process by making use of these E-contents.

Guideline document for development of E-contents is already provided to the institutes. That document provides guidelines and various formats for PPT templates, academic plan, video scripts, lecture notes etc. so as to maintain uniformity in E-content development.

Preparation of E-contents of all theory courses offered by the concerned institute (excluding the E-contents of the courses being developed by MSBTE) in a timely manner and its effective implementation shall be the responsibility of the concerned institute. It is also to be noted that, the entire online teaching learning process being conducted at the institute level will be timely monitored.

(Dr. Vinod M. Mohitkar)
Director
M. S. Board of Technical Education, Mumbai

Copy for information & necessary action to:
Dy. Secretary, RBTE Mumbai, Pune, Nagpur & Aurangabad.